













A career is the greatest preparation for marriage. You are better organised, better able to cope with cheque books, investments, insurance premiums, tradesmen, dinner parties and the mixing of a really dry martini. You know how to please men. If a few more rushing brides stopped rushing and worked for a few years, they might not find themselves so thoroughly bored at thirty.​[2]​
Historical research into women’s domestic identities in the long 1950s has exposed many of the myths surrounding the iconic 1950s housewife and explored the relationship between the histories of domesticity and modernity. These histories have drawn upon the impact of science and technology upon the home, and changes in the built environment (especially the relocation of family life to the suburbs), and women’s participation as housewives in public life. ​[3]​ It has also been acknowledged that increasing numbers of women, especially married women working part-time, were taking on paid employment outside the home during this period. However consideration of the significance of this social trend has been limited, conclusions generally suggesting that paid work remained ‘secondary’ to domestic labour and childcare in this ‘home-centred’ era.​[4]​ This narrow discussion has generally been framed in terms of the impact of married women’s employment on her time for housework and childcare. There has been some consideration of married women’s defence of their going out to work in studies of the ‘good working mother’,​[5]​ but how women managed their labour across home and workplace, and how this affected their status and identity in public and private life remains to be investigated. 
Outside the study of the long 1950s, historians have considered the relationship between paid employment and domestic work in shaping women’s status and identity. Sonya O Rose has commented that it has been too frequently assumed that ‘women (naturally) gain their identities from the domestic sphere while men (just as naturally) gain theirs in the workplace’,​[6]​ while Vicky Long’s research has examined the symbiotic relationship between the domestication of the factory and the industrialising of the home in interwar Britain.​[7]​ Rose and Long’s research suggests that we should think a fresh about how we study the historical connections between the experience of the home and the workplace. In this article I pick up these threads and consider them in the light of changing trends in women’s employment in the long 1950s, and the increasing importance of secretarial work for women in particular. In doing so I move away from the idea that the relationship between women’s paid work and domestic work should be ranked in a hierarchy of ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ concerns, in favour of examining how changing trends in home and work life informed and shaped women’s experiences, media commentary, and representations of women. 
In the quote above Helen Gurley Brown claimed that ‘a career is the best preparation for marriage’. This was not a new idea. Women’s experiences of domestic service, the textile industry, nursing and teaching had since the nineteenth century been venues where so called feminine aptitudes were extended beyond the home and adapted for the workplace. In the twentieth century a comparable discourse was apparent in discussions of office work, where the supportive role of the secretary to her boss was compared to that of the wife at home. Gurley Brown provides an alternative perspective, suggesting that, as a secretary, she gained the composure and learned skills in emotional labour necessary for marriage. Rather than the role of secretary reproducing that of the wife, there also is room to understand how the skills women learned as secretaries informed the construction of the secretary and the housewife as ideal types of womanhood. Drawing from her own experience of office work, her bestseller, Sex and the Single Girl (1963), describes a capable, self-aware woman. Gurley Brown’s description of the home as a place to be effectively administered and the husband as a figure to be soothingly managed suggests a refocusing of women’s domestic priorities that, I will argue, was, at least in part, informed by her experience of emotional labour in the office. Consequently, I demonstrate that it is historically significant that the private secretary emerges as an ideal type of womanhood at this time, recasting earlier ideals of the ‘professional housewife’. This signalled a change in focus of women’s responsibilities across the home and the workplace that are expressed through the secretaries relationship with technology, decision making and sexuality. 
Central to this analysis is the Associated Television (hereafter ATV) regional news collection, held by the Media Archive for Central England. The material was originated by ATV as the franchise holders of the Midlands broadcast region between 1956 and 1981. As a regional franchise holder ATV used its news programmes not only to fulfil its duty to provide a regional news service, but to ensure a portion of their broadcasting content ‘reflected the taste and outlook of the region’ as was required in the Television Act 1954. Given the difficulties of defining such a ‘taste and outlook’ let alone ‘region’ ATV’s strategy was to ensure that they put Midlanders on screen in a range of news bulletins and news magazine programmes. The high proportion of women participating in the television news films allows for an analysis of women’s agency not just as part of the audience, but their place in the co-production of television news, providing an intriguing relationship between women and image maker for the historian to explore. These representations of women were a negotiation between the participants and the news team. In the regional news stories women working in Midland offices were filmed and edited into representations of the secretary. Therefore, to begin to unravel the relationship between the iconic representation of the secretary and the office experience of women in the twentieth century, television news film is a valuable source.   
Becoming a Private Secretary
Previously excluded from the role of private secretary, women began to be recruited to this position in the 1930s.​[8]​ It became an important marker of differentiation between the working-class typist and the middle-class secretary and also positioned the personal secretary as the ultimate in female ambition and achievement in the office. The role of secretary became increasingly important for women in the 1950s and 1960s, replacing domestic labour and factory work as the most important occupation for women by the early 1970s.​[9]​ In 1966 women represented 46 per cent of the white-collar labour force. This increased to 71.9 per cent in 1971.​[10]​ In the late 1960s 40 per cent of all female school leavers under 18 years of age went into clerical work, by 1973 this had increased to 60 per cent of female school leavers.​[11]​ The distinction between the working-class typist and the middle-class private secretary remained largely intact in the second half of the twentieth century, although women could improve their prospects by joining evening classes, and experience was at times recognised with some women able to work their way up to the position of private secretary.​[12]​ 
Importantly for this study, which examines the visual representation of the private secretary, the role of private secretary was held up by colleges and training centres as the pinnacle of the profession which required the acquisition of a distinct femininity as well as the requisite skills in short-hand and typing. It is in this sense that the private secretary was associated with a type of ideal womanhood. In reality few women were able to make the transitions from the ‘female ghetto’ of low status office work, synonymous by the 1970s with repetitive and mundane work, to the allegedly privileged role of private secretary.​[13]​ Rosemary Crompton’s research has shown the complex nature of feminisation and gender segregation in clerical and secretarial work. She has stressed that the roles of typist, shorthand writer and secretary were dominated by women before the Second World War, whereas clerical work (including cashiers and office machine operators) became increasingly feminised in the second half of the twentieth century. The distinction is an important one because, while, in theory, clerical work is related to a bureaucratic career ladder, secretarial work lacks such structure, and career progression is associated with the status of the boss, rather than the work undertaken by the secretary.​[14]​ As will be discussed below, the binding of the fate of the secretary with that of her boss made her emotional labour especially significant. 
Numerous historians have reflected upon the contradictory discourses surrounding women, work and motherhood in the post-war era. While, from some quarters, there was an emphasis on the importance of women’s roles as wives and mothers, from others there was an appeal for women to join the workplace. In the 1920s and 1930s the discourse of the ‘professional housewife’, shaped by Taylorist visions of domestic efficiency that left women time to participate in public life provided a model of modern domestic identity.​[15]​ Research by Catriona Beaumont has revealed the importance of women’s groups across the political spectrum in facilitating women’s claims to citizenship. These groups allowed women to participate in public life through their role in furthering the status of wives and mothers in the mid-twentieth century.​[16]​ In the post-war era there was an increasing emphasis on women contributing to public life by taking on paid work in addition to their responsibilities as wives and mothers.​[17]​ As well as this changing emphasis on women’s routes into public life, changes in relations between men and women were also under discussion. The concept of companionate marriage is often referred to in historical analysis of the transition from marriage as an institution to marriage as a relationship. In the ideal companionate marriage husband and wife shared decision making and supported each other to a fulfilling life together. Historians writing in the 1990s questioned the extent to which companionate marriage was a lived reality for couples in the 1950s,​[18]​ whether it provided a framework for greater equality between married couples, and therefore represented a positive change for women:  
In addition to the demands that a wife should be more comradely, more motherly, more sensuous and a better homemaker, was added the expectation that she should be a part-time wage earner.​[19]​   
More recent oral history research has also argued that positioning companionate marriage as an ideal of type of partnership is misleading, undermining ‘a rich culture operating in working-class life in which love and support between marriage and partners was usual.’​[20]​ This continuing reassessment of trends in married couple’s decision making provides the context for this analysis of how women’s work as private secretaries informed and reflected these negotiations and changes. 
The 1950s and 1960s have been associated with child-centred models of motherhood where women were expected to situate their domestic work as their ‘real’ work. However, Angela Davies’ study of Modern Motherhood has revealed that women also felt pressure to return to paid employment.​[21]​ Contemporary sociologists were also attempting to resolve this tension; for Alva Myrdal and Viola Klein teaching was the ideal profession for women who sought to combine the ‘dual role’ of paid employment with family life.​[22]​ In their sociological studies there was acceptance and even at times encouragement for women to ‘go out’ to work, but juggling domestic responsibilities with her paid employment was positioned as women’s responsibility as individuals. The statistical evidenced cited above suggests that for many women it appears that taking on part-time secretarial work was their solution. Furthermore, given the high levels of school leavers entering secretarial training that secretarial work was perceived as an achievable goal for young women expecting to balance paid employment and motherhood.  
Visualising the Secretary in News Film
Images and icons are valuable source material for the study of women’s history in this period. While acknowledging that women were frequently the objects of visual culture, historians have also been keen to evaluate the importance of women’s ability to look.​[23]​ Women’s photography has been used to investigate self-fashioning around and through iconic images,​[24]​ and there has been recent consideration of the importance of the female audience and the home in the shaping of radio and television programmes.​[25]​ But historical research using audio-visual material from the media archive has been slow to emerge. There are good reasons for this; audio visual material can be difficult to access and tracing contextualising details can be a challenge. However, as demonstrated in this article, it is possible for historians to work through these challenges. 
The ‘white-collar girl’ was a popular character in novels and feature film throughout the twentieth century, and was frequently positioned as enjoying a greater level of social freedom than her peers. Characters like Christopher Morley’s Kitty Foyle (1939), who rejected marriage as a means of securing her future, provided inspiration for reflections on women’s life choices. Thinking about the relationship between the working woman and public culture, Stephanie Spencer has discussed the importance of girls’ career novels of the 1950s in delineating ‘the dual-role relationship between women and work’​[26]​: 
they represented the time between school and marriage as a space where a schoolgirl could transform herself into a poised, well-coiffured, self-confident woman.​[27]​
Reconceptualised as the ‘double burden’ in the 1970s, Spencer argues that the presentation of the ‘dual role’ as an opportunity for women to combine work and motherhood was specific to the 1950s.​[28]​ Likewise in Alistair Thomson’s oral history work with British women who migrated to Australia, secretarial training appears as a useful tool that women drew upon to mitigate their ties to the kitchen sink.​[29]​ The audio visual material discussed in this article broadcast between 1957 and 1979 reflects the real challenge of combining part-time paid work and domestic labour, and informs how this duality was reconciled. It points to how freedoms women gained and how they were contained within feminine identities and a narrow range of job opportunities. 
In her analysis of the secretary, Rosemary Pringle has argued that the cultural representation of the secretary is based around three ideal types: the ‘office wife’, the ‘sexy secretary’, and the ‘career woman’. She has argued that the representation of the ‘office wife’ was significantly powerful to ‘structure work arrangements’ between the secretary and her boss, going some way to explain the supportive nature of her work and the difficulties in defining what a secretary does.​[30]​ Pringle argues that, in the 1950s and 1960s, the image of the sexy secretary was far more widely circulated, and the secretary became ‘a metaphor or a euphemism for sex. They were a focal point in new discourses about “sexuality” as identity, adventure, recreation, commodity.’​[31]​ The potential for sexual relationships between the secretary and her boss had been a point of concern in advice literature and commentary earlier in the twentieth century, where it was advised that women managed this by making themselves as inconspicuous as possible.​[32]​ In this article I pay particular attention to the relationship between the visual representation of the ‘office wife’ and the ‘sexy secretary’ to tease out the relationship between them and how they overlap with representations of housewives in the long 1950s. The resulting discussion shows that as well as wifely duties following women into the workplace, it was also possible for women to take aspects of their workplace skills and identities home. 
Central visual and discursive tropes reappeared in cinema newsreels and television news as the representation of the secretary in news film evolved over the course of the twentieth century. A visual shorthand was required in news film in order to quickly locate the topical commentary for the audience.​[33]​ In the news films studied in this article visual representations of both the ‘office wife’ and the ‘sexy secretary’ are in view, but inflected differently according to the requirements of the news story. This provides insight into how the domestic, emotional and sexual dimensions of the secretarial identity were constructed and broadcast in news stories. The visualisation of the secretary revolved around two central images: close-up shots of her hands typing and medium-shots of her crossed legs. Analysing how these shots were woven into news stories reveals how the representation of women as secretaries could be inflected towards the ‘office wife’ and the ‘sexy secretary’. The participation of women in news film, who were not paid as reporters or news readers, makes it possible to question whether they could contest the feminine ideals and framings of image makers and disturb editorial practices. Furthermore, I also consider whether it is possible to use archive film to open up an historical analysis of the secretary as a speaking subject. These issues will be considered below with the analysis grouped around the recurring commentary on the ‘perfect secretary’ and the secretary boss relationship. 
The Perfect Secretary
Analysing the representation of the perfect secretary can usefully illuminate issues surrounding the relationship between women, their skills and technology, and because of the centrality of the boss secretary relationship to her work, issues around relations between men and women. An item from Pathetone Weekly (1932) featured Katherine Kramer discussing her accolade as The Perfect Secretary:
I think the ideal secretary should take pride in her work and her appearance. She must be efficient, cheerful and sympathetic but not excessively so. She must remind her employer of the many details that come up during the day and be able to take care of most of them herself. If her boss has an attack of the blues she must cheer him up, but this does not mean she must peck him on the cheek or hold his hand. Friendship is necessary but familiarity is taboo. I’m not in favour of dates with my employer such as lunch and dinner, but I’m not opposed to dates in general, I think three or four dates a week help to break the monotony. A secretary’s life after working hours should be like that of any other well bred girl. As for necking I do not approve, but sometimes there comes a time, a place and a boy.​[34]​
What is noticeable in Kramer’s description of her work in the 1930s is the prominence of the secretary’s emotional labour in relation to her boss. The secretary was required to be a proficient emotional labourer; to be able to understand the work of her boss, and support his creative work by removing the mundane details from his schedule. She had to anticipate his moods while remaining ultimately subordinate to his authority. She was careful to manage issues of ‘familiarity’ with the boss, but not to deny her sexuality completely. Kramer was pictured perched by her typewriter, her legs were in view, crossed in front of her. The visualisation of Kramer as the perfect secretary complimented her speech. The construction of both her speech and image are typical of newsreels produced for the leisure-time cinema audience; newsworthy, but with a hint of fun. There are no shots of Kramer’s hands in this item, she was firmly inflected towards a representation of the ‘sexy secretary’. This was not unusual as the secretary was at times represented as a ‘good-time girl’ during this period.​[35]​ What is notable about discursive and visual construction of her sexuality presented here is its connection with her emotional labour as a private secretary. Her ‘friendship’ with her boss and her ability to ‘cheer him up’ can be understood as a precursor to domestic identities in the long 1950s where emotional and sexual fulfilment between married couples was becoming more openly discussed, desired and expected.​[36]​
Pathé items from the 1950s reveal a continuing interest in the sexuality of the secretary, but a new dimension in her relationship with technology. Wanted Alive (1957) focused on the aspirational elements of secretarial work. The item followed ‘Miss Briggs’ learning short hand and typing. At her desk, her day dreaming was represented by the cigarette in her idling hands, when she should’ve been busy typing. The item cut to her private secretary counterpart, pictured operating multiple telephones on her desk-top switch board, and making reservations at the Carlton hotel. In these shots efficiency and competency was linked with women’s mastery of technology. The piece also used mid-shots of secretaries legs to make the comment that the perfect secretary should be demure, but not too plain.​[37]​ In Electric Portable Typewriter (1958) technological progress was the focus of the story. An electrical portable typewriter was compared with a Victorian typewriter. A woman was shown removing the portable typewriter from its case, plugging it in and settling down to type, a close-up of her hands followed. The interior of the room shown could have been a home or an office, but the machine was described in domesticated terms as a ‘labour-saving device’.​[38]​ This marks a distinct contrast with a Pathé newsreel, Quick Fingers, from 1933, framed as a pseudo-scientific piece in slow motion. In this item the ‘quick fingers’ were those of a male typist.​[39]​ By the 1950s Pathé did not visualise the typewriter as a piece of industrial technology, but as a piece of equipment that had been appropriated into routine use by women.  
This element of domestication in representations of office technology is apparent in news stories in the ATV news collection, such as one labelled Fastest Typist Competition Held in Lewis’s Store (1959).​[40]​ This piece showed a broad age range of women, with multiple close-up shots of their fingers moving speedily and efficiently over the typewriter keys. The staging of this event in a department store where men and women purchased personal items for themselves and their homes also connected the skill of typing with feminised task of homemaking. The idea that women may have wanted to own a typewriter, not only for work, but so that they could efficiently administer their homes, indicates how, by the late 1950s, office skills transcended the boundaries between home and workplace. As oral testimony from women working as secretaries has suggested, typing continued to be associated with feminine skills in the mid-twentieth century, as described by one secretary: ‘typing is seen as something every woman can do- like washing up.’​[41]​ The domestication of office technology within the representation of secretarial work indicates that women’s secretarial skills were being represented as part of a feminine identity that could serve women equally well across the home and workplace. This is an important factor at a time when more married women were taking on paid work and finding strategies to manage a household while engaging in paid employment outside the home. Adopting office skills and technology for the home suggest that new technologies in the home not only represented a relationship between women and the time spent on domestic labour, but also how she should approach and organised her labour. The typewriter moving into the home represented an administrative approach to domestic labour. 
The expanding role of the secretary in the 1950s and 1960s was also featured in the Midlands Regional news. In a news item based on the Secretaries Conference at PERA (1964) the private secretary was discussed as a progressive role for women in the modern office.​[42]​ The reporter asked the male manager: ‘Mr Morgan why has the private secretary’s job become so vital over the last few years?’ Mr Morgan replied: 
Well here we serve about 1800 factories, we try, in every possible way to raise efficiency and we’ve become perfectly well aware therefore that in industry the executive is under continually growing pressures. It is essential therefore that he should receive all the help he possibly can in raising his own efficiency and excluding from his work the time consuming minutiae which can absorb so much of his energy.​[43]​ 
For this male manager, the private secretary should know their bosses job and take on elements of it, but remain focused on the ‘minutiae’ rather than raising themselves to managerial status. This view of the private secretary is comparable to the statement made by the youthful Christine Kramer in the 1930s Pathé item discussed above. However the age of the women in the Midlands news item appears to be somewhat older. Although it is not possible to know their exact age and marital status, none of the women were recent school leavers and given the low age of first marriage at this time it is conceivable that at least some of them were married and had children. In her work on women’s secretarial and clerical work Rosemary Crompton has argued that young women were recruited to carry out routine and low skilled desk work, while older women have been increasingly employed to do lower-level administration and ‘people work’.​[44]​ This suggests that the women interviewed by ATV were among those managing a combination of unpaid domestic work and paid labour outside the home.  
The reporter asked one of the conference delegates the question: ‘what’s your idea of the perfect secretary?’ She replied: ‘I think a secretary should be cool and helpful and not get ruffled when the boss sometimes gets a bit het up over his problems and I think it helps him then.’​[45]​ Comparable responses were apparent in a regional news item from 1959 promoting a new training course for private secretaries at the Mid Warwickshire College in Leamington Spa, Leslie Dunn described the personal secretary as a ‘luxury’ of the executive.​[46]​ He posed the question: ‘You are all experienced secretaries or short hand typist so what additional things do you learn in this private secretaries courses?’ to a group of women attending the course. The first woman responded: 
Well of course as a private secretary you do undertake work at a different level, you must be able to take full control of the office and the admin of your employer, deal with personal as well as business matters and in fact be his right hand man. 
The private secretary’s responses emphasised their ability to remain calm under pressure and to ‘take full control’ of the office, a different emphasis on their work compared to the male manager interviewed, who referred to their work as the ‘minutiae’. 
Together these news items provide an insight into the intangible elements of women’s labour. Michael Roper has suggested, in his interviews with British executives, that the discourse of ‘office wife’ as a maternal and nurturing figure was far more prevalent than that of the sexy secretary.​[47]​ In his comparison of images of wives and secretaries, Roper notes that: 
this picture of inequality defined in terms of the different tasks that women and men perform does not tell the whole story. It ignores the emotional work done by secretaries and [wives]. The social subordination of such women is linked to the emotional character of their relations with men.​[48]​
In The Managed Heart, Arlie Hochschild defines emotional labour as the manipulation of one’s own and others’ emotions in order to create an atmosphere of contentment.​[49]​ This emotional labour was a skill apparent in the work of the private secretary from the 1930s, but can also be identified on commentary on domestic relations in the long 1950s. For example, a marriage guide published by the British Medical Associations in 1967 provides an interesting comparison with the audio visual material in the news items, one male doctor wrote of the husband wife relationship: 
A good wife will comfort him and help him to sort out the priorities of the predicament. She will give him backbone and spirit again. She will steel him and give him back his confidence and help him to reach a right and proper decision. One of the aims of marriage should be to create and develop a relationship which a situation like this needs and demands.​[50]​ 
In the marriage guidance literature the support of the wife is sought to enable the husband to make the right decision in the same way that managers characterised the work of the private secretary. Thus the parallels between the companionate wife and private secretary are in evidence in these contemporary discursive and visual constructions of their roles. Accounts of women’s emotional labour are usually recognised by their invisibility, but in these news items there was a brief acknowledgement of these skills and women’s pride in how they used them. In interviews with news reporters the secretaries stress their professionalism and begin to contest the image of the secretary as either a pair of silently typing hands or a pair of legs. Their presence and voices contested the tabloid image of the sexy secretary showing that, while iconic and pervasive it was not the only representation of the secretary in the media in the 1950s and 1960s. However, it also suggests that ideals of joint decision making between couples should be understood within a context where women emotionally laboured and there was a pressure on the wife/secretary to be supportive and create contentment.  
Midland women were represented as ‘sexy secretaries’ in news stories from the 1970s. The secretaries crossed legs, frequently framed beneath her desk, were the visual theme that denoted the potential for sexual relationships. In a Midlands news item filmed in the Triplex glass factory in 1979 the secretaries working in the factory office were elaborately filmed for an item on Miniskirts.​[51]​ It was not uncommon for a group of female workers to be filmed in the office or at the factory gates and interviewed on their roles as consumers rather than producers. In this item the opportunity to film the women’s legs was facilitated by the wearing of miniskirts and maximising the visual shorthand of the crossed legs close-up used to represent the secretary. 
The item opened with a car driving up to the factory door. The camera cut inside to show a shot of a woman’s legs crossed beneath a desk, another pair of female legs by her desk, and a third pair of legs as a woman bent to file some papers. The camera then cut back to the car outside the factory, a woman got out, legs first, and the camera followed her inside. The next shot showed several pairs of women’s legs as they walked in file behind an item of factory machinery, male factory worker’s heads turned to watch them. Then the item cut to a posed frame where seven women stood behind a desk and four women sat on it with their legs crossed. The reporter Richard Hudson Evans remained out of shot as he interviewed the women on their thoughts on the return of the miniskirt as a fashion item. The iconic reputation of the sexy secretary facilitated these women’s participation in this aspect of public culture, but based on the revealing of their legs comparable to the use of women’s legs in advertising. This item shows the potential for the regional news to circumscribe the secretary as a speaking subject; her participation was dependent upon the bearing of her legs and talking about fashion. News teams were less inclined to interview representatives of women’s groups. Women’s participation in television news was facilitated through their role as paid workers, because the secretaries were identified as a source of female opinion. 
The regional television news material suggests that changes in domestic identity was shaped not only by moves to suburbia and a home-centred leisure time, but also women’s changing roles in the workplace. While these reports were not based in the home they reveal a feminine ideal that made use of technology and emotional intelligence to support a husband/boss so that he was free to make strategic decisions about the household/workplace. The news material provides a rare glimpse into women’s views of their emotional labour and valuable context to the idea of shared decision-making between couples in this period. It suggests that within this ‘sharing’, wives and secretaries were required to negotiate from a position where they had to remain supportive and maintain a contented office/household. Thus women working as secretaries were emotionally labouring across the spheres of home and workplace rather than developing expertise and authority in the domestic domain as the interwar ‘professional housewife’ had done. Paid employment provided women with a route into public life as workers, but the gendering of this participation meant that women could be represented them as consumers rather than workers. 
The Secretary and her Boss
Moving on to examine material based on the secretary boss relationship, the news items discussed here refer to the secretary generally, but evoke the perceived closeness of the relationship between the private secretary and her boss. At a time where sexuality was being separated from fertility, but paid work and maternity were increasingly combined, the secretary boss relationship offered news teams an angle into stories on changing relationships between women, men and the household. The regional news teams did not only interview secretaries in their workplaces, sometimes discussions were based around vox pops, where a question was posed by a reporter in a piece to camera before cutting to a range of ‘talking head’ responses. In the 1967 item Secretaries and their Bosses women were asked if they liked their bosses to be domineering.​[52]​ The first female respondent agreed that she liked a domineering boss: 
[He’s] domineering but I like it. I like someone with an air of authority about them, someone that tells me what to do, someone that treats me as a woman.​[53]​
This response chimes with the submissive and sexualised representation of the sexy secretary. However subsequent women disagreed and also appeared confused by the question, stumbling over their answers: ‘I guess, you wouldn’t like him then would you?’.​[54]​ The item then finished with two women declaring that they were the bosses in their workplace. The voices of the women speaking are emblematic of women’s dissent to the sexy secretary stereotype. The range of voices presented here is interesting, because it acknowledges and then reveals the cracks in the cultural representation of the sexy secretary. The potential of the office as venue for sex and intrigue is given broadcasting space, but so is the image of the office as a venue of routine and undramatic happenings. However the lead respondent’s statement that she wanted to be treated ‘as a woman’ reveals that on the television screen the secretaries interviewed represented far more than ‘a secretary’; they were hooks into commentary on ‘women’s place’ and changing relationships between men and women.
In a 1971 item on secretaries and office gossip, it was discussed to what extent the secretary’s loyalty was to her boss or the rest of the workforce.​[55]​ Reporter Sue Jay opened the item, before asking seven women if they would tell their bosses the latest office gossip. The responses generally reflected the office workers desire to protect their own position in the office, rather than a relationship with their boss. One woman suggested that passing on gossip to the boss was: ‘not worth the trouble it might lead you to afterwards’, while another thought that, rather than a reward, ‘you might get your cards instead’.​[56]​ The statements expressed in vox pops provides a snapshot of the range of views the ATV news team perceived as relevant and publicly acceptable at the time of broadcast. The responses focused on authority, respect and the extent to which women were willing to prioritise their boss’s position in the workplace over their own, which taps into questions raised by the sexual politics of the late twentieth century. In this news item the strictly gendered roles of boss and secretary where male authority is preserved is implicitly contrasted with the potential for more equal relationships between men and women. 
Television’s role as a medium responsive to immediate and episodic contemporary concerns means that it can be used to identify emerging undercurrents within contemporary social commentary which have given shape to social change. Claire Langhamer has discussed how in postwar Britain ‘individual relationships were subject to heightened levels of scrutiny’.​[57]​ The television news material presented here illuminates the dynamics of emotional labour during, what Langhamer has described as, the emotional revolution. In these news items the discussion of secretaries and their bosses can be understood as a discussion of the relationships between men and women more generally, but in a framework that rendered the item newsworthy because of its connection to the workplace rather than the home. Although the housewife was at times framed as newsworthy, this required careful construction on behalf of the news team, it was far easier to pose the secretary as topical.​[58]​ In one sense, representations of the boss secretary relationship where gender roles were firmly defined promoted the benefit of pragmatic relationships between men and women over the fragility of relationships based on love. The secretary provided a pivot for discussions of domestic contentment, because her position outside the home alongside her sexuality posed a threat to the fabric of the household, however if her supportive position to the boss could be maintained, she provided a model for successful relations between men and women.  
Conclusion 
This article reveals how an overlooked body of evidence, the media archive, can provide insight into the relationship between work, home and public life for women in the long 1950s. Further research into more regional archives would begin to piece together a regionally differentiated national story. The nature of the material shows the value of visual evidence in historical discussions of feminine ideals and shifting constructions of femininity. Beyond a purely historical discussion the evidence presented here provides clues to the underlying issues which have circumscribed the range of jobs perceived as compatible with maternity. The private secretary was efficient and neat, denoted by her speedily typing fingers, but she was also a public persona with a carefully curtailed hint of sexuality as displayed by her crossed legs. This stringent framing raises questions over the secretary’s agency and her ability to act as a speaking subject. Indeed, news teams carefully constructed and contained women’s appearances and voices. However, cracks in this careful construction are also apparent. At times insights into women’s experiences of the office, even if unintended, can be recovered; such as the insight provided into women’s emotional labour.  
By taking work home and studying the relationship between idealised femininities across the home and workplace, and how they informed each other it is possible to identify the changing values behind ideal types of womanhood and how cultural representations were part of this negotiation. This study identified three ways in which the representation of the private secretary informed domestic identities in the long 1950s. Firstly, the domestication of office technology in news film reinforced the longer-term process of the feminisation of office skills. As increasing numbers of women took on (part-time) paid employment outside the home, these images that represented a femininity that could work across home and workplace, revealing how this duality could be reconciled within an administrative approach to domestic labour. Secondly, the testimony provided by television interviews with female office workers provides a valuable perspective on issues of decision making between men and women in the mid- to late-twentieth century. The insight these news stories provide on the hidden processes of emotional labour reveals how women positioned their work as a skill, but that it perhaps disadvantages women in terms of an equal basis of decision making at large, because of the emphasis on supporting contentment. Thirdly, the visibility of the private secretaries sexuality (albeit carefully managed) provided a cipher for discussions of relations between men and women to emerge in popular culture. This was apparent in 1930s material, predating the ascendency of the ‘sexy secretary’ as a popular cultural representation, but continued into the 1970s as a means to express change and anxiety around women’s freedom.     
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